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Live tile description: If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 820, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 810, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app
development services for Lumia 532, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 521, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 520, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to
start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 520, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 435, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app
development services for Lumia 430, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 620, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us now on to start the business with us. If you are a Windows Phone developer and want to use app development services for Lumia 635, then choose Nokia Store Live. Contact us
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-------------------------------------------------------- The Events are published as Microsoft Channel 9-Events so feel free to follow the links to the Channel9 YouTube videos. This sidebar gadget was developed to be a small tool that lists all upcoming events from Microsoft Switzerland for Developers, Architects and IT-Professionals. The events can be filtered by language, region and target audience so that you will never miss an important event
again. Clicking the title of the event will open a fly-out, showing you all relevant information regarding the event and link to the event registration site. If an event draws near, the gadget will warn you by highlighting this event. A maximum of three events are visible at any time but if more event are published, the Gadget will allow you to scroll through all upcoming events by using the arrow-buttons at the bottom. Microsoft Events
Description: -------------------------------------------------------- The Events are published as Microsoft Channel 9-Events so feel free to follow the links to the Channel9 YouTube videos. This sidebar gadget was developed to be a small tool that lists all upcoming events from Microsoft Switzerland for Developers, Architects and IT-Professionals. The events can be filtered by language, region and target audience so that you will never miss an
important event again. Clicking the title of the event will open a fly-out, showing you all relevant information regarding the event and link to the event registration site. If an event draws near, the gadget will warn you by highlighting this event. A maximum of three events are visible at any time but if more event are published, the Gadget will allow you to scroll through all upcoming events by using the arrow-buttons at the bottom. Microsoft
Events Description: -------------------------------------------------------- The Events are published as Microsoft Channel 9-Events so feel free to follow the links to the Channel9 YouTube videos. This sidebar gadget was developed to be a small tool that lists all upcoming events from Microsoft Switzerland for Developers, Architects and IT-Professionals. The events can be filtered by language, region and target audience so that you will never miss
an important event again. Clicking the title of the event will open a fly-out, showing you all relevant information regarding the event and link to the event registration site. If an event draws near, the gadget will warn you by highlighting this event. A maximum of three events are visible at any time but if more event are published, the Gadget will allow you to scroll through all upcoming events by using the arrow-buttons at the bottom
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Microsoft Events

Microsoft Switzerland is one of the most important technology firms in the world. It supports, develops, markets and sells software products for business and individuals. During the last decade, the companies from Zurich, Geneva, Munich, Stuttgart, and more, put great efforts to make it more and more pleasant for IT-Prospects to stay up-to-date. Not only Microsoft Development Tools (like Visual Studio,.NET, Team Foundation Server,
etc.) are and will always be part of the ecosystem, but the company has great events and conferences offering very interesting content. Here are some examples of upcoming events: Attracting and retaining key employees is a major challenge for a growing company. During the Microsoft Award for Teams, a global audience of Microsoft employees from all parts of the world will share their tips and tactics to attract and retain great employees.
A true data geek is a key contributor to success and numbers play a major role. How do you make sure your data teams really do their job? Find out during the Microsoft’s AIG Data Conference. Present topics range from bi-directional data integration with micro services to proven governance, engineering and data architecture strategies. At the Microsoft Office Conference 2019, get insights and practical tips on how your organization can
best leverage the power of cloud-enabled tools and technologies to empower your people, organizations, and processes. Long-time users of Windows Admin Center services may soon have to use a different version of the software. Microsoft is working on updating the software and has publicly announced that it will be doing this in 2020. Businesses have built worlds full of data and information. The role of the information architect is
becoming ever more important and will ensure that all this data is well-organized and easy to access by search engines, security, and other tools. On the other hand, making an information architecture helps to decide how to present this data to the public. At the Microsoft’s AIG Data Conference, share your experiences and be inspired by other speakers. Respect for privacy and data security are major drivers for intelligent, connected devices
in the home. But how can you limit the risk of these devices to your home? Find out about security and safety solutions such as the internet-of-things security framework, offering security and privacy by design, during the Microsoft Security CoOp Conference. “Increasingly, we’re hearing customers say they’re satisfied with the performance of their Cloud AI offerings, but they’re

What's New In Microsoft Events?

This page is created and maintained by MS Switzerland, the local Developer and IT Community. If you would like to see this page at Google: Microsoft Events Suggestion: Microsoft Switzerland: If you are a Microsoft Developer this gadget will also work for you. The web browser Microsoft Edge is now public beta. "The new Edge browser, intended to replace Internet Explorer in Microsoft's future operating systems, has landed in a public
beta format. The new browser is available to download in all three of Microsoft's operating systems, including Windows 10, Windows 8.1 and Windows 7. One of the areas where Edge stands out is that it is built from the ground up to address modern web standards." Introducing the Discover Today-Gadget! Discover Today, a by means of a virtual clock that shows when you can expect your next flight. It’s simple, just press the arrow-button
at the right side and then confirm. Save your settings into the Gadget by pressing the gear at the top. It also works for mobile devices. So you never miss an important flight again! This sidebar gadget was developed to be a small tool that lists all upcoming events from Microsoft Switzerland for Developers, Architects and IT-Professionals. The events can be filtered by language, region and target audience so that you will never miss an
important event again. Clicking the title of the event will open a fly-out, showing you all relevant information regarding the event and link to the event registration site. If an event draws near, the gadget will warn you by highlighting this event. A maximum of three events are visible at any time but if more event are published, the Gadget will allow you to scroll through all upcoming events by using the arrow-buttons at the bottom. Microsoft
Events Description: This page is created and
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System Requirements For Microsoft Events:

* Windows 10 64-bit OS or later * 1 GB of RAM * 6 GB of available hard disk space * OpenGL 2.1 compliant graphics card Software Requirements: * Source-code compatible with SFML 2.1.0 * Visual Studio 2012 or higher (x64 bit only) * CMake 2.8 or higher (for Visual Studio users) Website: File System
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